Pharmacology of locus coeruleus spontaneous and sensory-evoked activity.
Neuroendocrine and catecholamine dysfunctions in depression may be linked by corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) effects on locus coeruleus (LC) neurons. One consequence of CRF hypersecretion in depression would be persistent elevated levels of LC discharge and diminished responses to phasic sensory stimuli. The hypothesis that antidepressants could reverse these changes was tested by characterizing effects of pharmacologically distinct antidepressants on LC sensory-evoked discharge, LC activation by stress, and LC activation by CRF. The most consistent effect of all of the antidepressants tested was a decrease in LC sensory-evoked discharge after acute administration. However, tolerance occurs to these effects after chronic administration. With chronic administration each of the antidepressants produced effects which could potentially interfere with CRF function in the LC. Desmethylimipramine and mianserin attenuated LC activation by a stressor which requires endogenous CRF, suggesting that these antidepressants attenuate stress-elicited release of CRF and perhaps the hypersecretion that occurs in depression. The serotonin reuptake inhibitor, sertraline (SER), enhanced the signal-to-noise ratio of the LC sensory response, an effect opposite to that of CRF. Thus, SER could serve as a functional antagonist of CRF that is hypersecreted in depression. The finding that three pharmacologically distinct antidepressants share the potential to interfere with CRF function in the LC implies that this may be an important common mechanism for antidepressant activity.